SUN # Course Attribute addition to Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes
In an effort to make the transfer process between Arizona colleges and universities easier, the Arizona
Board of Regents has issued a mandate for all Arizona institutions to add a unique identifying code to
several foundational courses that are directly equivalent at each of the universities. With this identifier,
called the Shared Unique Number (SUN# for short), students and advisors can easily find courses that
will transfer directly from one institution to another, even though the department prefix and/or course
number may not be the same at each Arizona institution. For example, a student may take WRT 101 at
Pima Community College, but they would get transfer credit at the UA for ENGL 101, at ASU for ENG
101, or at NAU for ENG 105; all these courses share a SUN# of ENG 1101, regardless of which institution
they belong to.
The SUN# will be used beginning with the Spring 2012 semester. The SUN# has been added as a Course
Attribute in the University of Arizona’s Browse Catalog and Schedule of Classes pages, where students
and advisors can reference it easily.
In the Catalog: A link to the SUN website has been added to the Browse Catalog view. More information
on the SUN system, including a class locator for all Arizona institutions, can be found at this website
(http://www.azsunsystem.com).

A new column has been added to the departmental browse view with the SUN# icon, which displays the
unique code for each qualifying SUN course:

On the Course Detail page, the SUN# for qualifying courses can be found in the Course Attribute field:

In the Schedule of Classes: The SUN# attribute appears in the initial Class Search results users see after
entering their search criteria:

The same attribute information appears in the Class Detail page for individual sections:

